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N E W  P A R I  S T O R I E S  O N  C L I M A T E  C H A N G E

Kolhapur district's water crisis
by Jaysing Chavan | Kolhapur, Maharashtra

In Maharashtra's Uchgaon village, groundwater
levels have dropped sharply. A short film

Watch the film →

And a river no longer runs
through it
by Rana Tiwari | Hardoi, Uttar Pradesh

The story of the slow death of the Sai River, the
struggles of the villages around it, and of climate
change in UP’s Hardoi district. Seen through the
lens of the two main persons involved in those
struggles

Read the story, watch the video →

In Anakapalli: mango season is
not so sweet
by Amrutha Kosuru | Anakapalli, Andhra Pradesh

Over the last five years, mango farmers in
Pomula Bheemavaram village of Andhra
Pradesh are seeing lower yields caused by
unpredictable weather patterns

Read the story →

Kangra’s tea gardens: falling off
the map
by Aakanksha | Kangra, Himachal Pradesh

Once considered the capital of tea in north India,
tea gardens in Himachal Pradesh are in distress
caused by a changing climate and little state
support

Read the story →

P A R I  P O E T R Y

An ancient tree, a changing climate
by Pratishtha Pandya | Bangalore, Karnataka

A poem about human apathy towards climate change also speaks of the
changing social and political environment in India

Read and listen to the poem →

R E P O R T S  O N  C L I M A T E  C H A N G E

Gender and Climate Change: A
Climate Equity Vision for now
Asar Social Impact Advisors

This report recognises that women’s voices and
issues are absent from a large number of policy
measures focusing on mitigating climate change
and adapting to its impacts. It thus presents a
framework to address women’s vulnerability to
climate change

Read the report→

Climate Change Performance
Index: Results 2023
by Jan Burck, Thea Uhlich, Christoph Bals et al

This report aims to keep track of the
developments and amendments in climate
policies, both national and international, as well
as to analyse the interests of the countries
formulating these policies

Read the report →

Help us tell the stories of 833 million people across rural India. We appeal to you to contribute
generously and make this unique journalistic endeavour a success. We can do this without governments

and corporations – and will. We can’t do it without you.

Make a donation →

Join us in building a knowledge repository on rural India. PARI thrives on the efforts of volunteers
across the country (and abroad). You too can help – build the tech platform, write, edit, take

photographs, make a film, do research, translate – or contribute in any other way.

Volunteer for PARI →
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